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but when it does act, it produces in the mind-body whicb
it influences, not merely a thought of a similar nature, but
actually the same thought.  A radiation may affect
thousands and stir up in them thoughts on the same level'
as the original, yet none may happen to be identical with
the original thought; but a thought-form, though it can-
affect only one or a few, reproduces exactly the initiatory
idea.
Q. Please make the matter clearer by some sort of
classification of thought-forms.
Ans. All thought-forms may be divided into three.
groups:
I. Those which take the image of the thinker,
When a man thinks of himself as in some distant place, or
wishes earnestly to be in that place, he makes a thought-
form in his own image which appears there, and which,,
being sometimes seen by others, is taken for the astral
body of the man.
II. Those which take the image of some material
object. When a man thinks of a friend, a room, a land-
scape, or a book, he forms within his mental body a tiny
image of that friend or of any of the things thought oL
This image floats in the upper part of that body, usually
in front of the face of the man, and at about the level of
his eyes. It remains there as long as the man is contem-
plating that object and usually for a little time afterwards,
before it is externalised or passes out, the length of time
depending upon the intensity and the clearness of the
thought.
III. Those which take a form entirely their own,,
expressing their inherent qualities in the matter which they
draw round them. To represent thought-forms of the
first or second group would be merely to draw portraits or

